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The aim of this paper is to extend the results of [I, 3,4], thereby improving 
known lower bounds on the degree of some finite linear groups with certain 
p-local canditions. Throughout this paper, G is a finite group, p an odd prime, 
P a SyIow p-subgroup of G. N and C are, respectively, the normalizer and 
centralizer of P in G, e = 1 N : C 1, t = (p - 1)/e, and a is the order of 2, 
the center of G. K is a field of characteristic p that is a splitting field for all 
subgroups of G. If M is a KG-module, M* denotes its dual. ‘ve is the usual 
2-adic valuation on the rationals. All other notation and terminology (e.g., 
“nonprojective main value” and the linear character 0~: N/P -+ K) is explained 
in [I]. Our basic assumption is referred to in (3,4] as 
HYPOTHESIS 31. P is cyclic, G is not of type L,(p), and there is a faithful 
indecomposabEe KG-module L of dimension d = p - s < p. 
When this hypothesis holds, 1 P / =p, C = P x Z and d >, 2(p - 1)/3 
[5] (d > 3(p - 1)/4 if p 3 13 [I]). Thus, xe = j N/P I. 
THEOREM 1. Assume Hypothesis B and G = G’. Suppose that there is a 
positive integm n such that p” = - 1 (mod x). I f  4 j x then 
d>P---t+l, (t even), 
>p-2tf 1, (todd). 
Ifx+(x) = 1 andtisoddthend>p-tt. 
TWEOREM la. Assume Hypothesis B and G = G’. Suppose that 4 1 z, 
(d/x, e) = 1 and pa = -1 (mod x/2) for some positive integer n. Then, 
d>p--t+l. 
THEOREM 2. Assume Hypothesis B and G = G’. Suppose that e is even 
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and that there is a positive integer n with xe j 4(pn - l), but xe f  Z(p* - 1). 
Then, d 3 p - (e/4 + 1). 
THEOREM 3. Assume Hypothesis B and G = G’. Suppose that t is odd and 
there is a positive integer n such that pn E &2 (mod d), or pn = 12 (mod x) 
and (d/x, e) = 1. Then, d > p - (e + 2)/3. 
Remarks. (i) Th eorem 1 generalizes part of [3, Theorem 41. The proof is 
a variation on the argument of [3]. Although the situation of [3, Lemma l] 
does not hold here, we show that most of the proof of that lemma still applies. 
The key observation is (1 .l) below. 
If  one assumes the conditions of Theorem 1, but with pa = 1 and t even, 
then the conclusion d 3 p - t + 1 (or even d > p - t) is false. There is a 
group G = G’ satisfying Hypothesis B with p = 7, z = t = 2, and d = 4 
(G/Z m A,). A similar conclusion for odd z cannot be expected, for all odd 
primes anyway, as evidenced by the Janko group with p = 11, d = 7, and 
z = t = 1. When 4 1 x and t is odd it may be true that d 2 p - t, but this 
does not seem attainable by the methods used here. 
Theorem 1 eliminates several numerical cases from [l, Sect. 81 not handled 
by previous results (each 4-tuple is an instance of p, d, x, e): (19, 16,4, 18), 
(29,24, 6,28), (31,28,28, 15). Theorem la dismisses (29, 24, 12, 7), 
(23,20,20, 11). 
(ii) Theorem 2 improves part of [I, Theorem 7. l] with some additional 
restrictions and eliminates (19, 16,4, 6) from [I, Sect. 81. 
(iii) Theorem 3 extends [4, Corollary 51 and rules out (31,27,3, 6) and 
(31,27, 9, 6) from [l, Sect. 81. 
(iv) We use some results of [l] that were proved under the assumption 
p 3 13. It should be clear that when applied here, where p may be less than 
13, those results still remain true. 
PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
Assume Hypothesis B and that G = G’. In proving all three results, we 
may assume that K is a finite field [2, Proposition 2.41. If  7 is an automorphism 
of K and M is a KG-module, let & be any representation of G with underlying 
module M. For each g E G, let &Y(g)T be the matrix obtained by replacing 
each entry aij of A(g) by alj . Then g -+ &Z(g)* defines a representation of G. 
We (unambiguously) define MT as the underlying module of this representa- 
tion. The correspondence V -+ VT for all KG-submodules V of M is clearly 
a lattice isomorphism onto the lattice of submodules of MT. In particular, 
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if some V,(y) \ MN [I, Sect. 21, then F’,(r)’ j MN7. If xa = xD% for some 
positive integer rn,’ alI x E K, then Y&p = VV(rgm)- Thus, if lW is a non- 
projective indecomposable KG-module with Green correspondent VW(p) 
(written Mt, VW&)), then MT++ V,(pp”). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that pn I - 1 (mod z) for some positive 
integer n. Let L, = V&X), d < p - 1. Let u be the automorphism of K 
given by x0 = xp, all x E K. Then, LNu = V&p), and by [l; Lemma 2.3, 
Sect. 51, the nonprojective indecomposable summands of Lo @L* are L, ~ 
0 < i < s - 1, where dim Li = 2i + 1 + m,p and 
Now, X2 E <a) and iy*--l = 1. Hence, 
(jp-1y+1 = (~z)W+l)/e)(~-l) = 1, 
so that @Y-r)“” = Al-p. Let r be the automorphism of K such that XT = xp* 
all x E K. Then, by the above lines and [1, Lemma 2.31, for 0 < i < s - 1, 
Li7 t+ v,,+l(x-%~) = v~‘zi+@%.y H L,“. 
Thus, Li7 = Li*. Hence, if V&V’-W) 1 LiN , then 
iqA?%--j) = vD(xl-%po* = (vp(hY2)7)* ) (L;); = LiN (1-l) 
as well. 
Combining (1.1) with [I, (5.4)] we have, for 0 < i < s - 1, 
Since a is trivial on 2, (1.2) implies that 
Since X is faithful on cyclic 2 [ 1, Proposition 5.11, 
.2 I (p - 1)(2i + 1 + m&. 
Now, p” = - 1 (mod a) implies that (p - 1, x) 12. Thus, 
z I Wi + 1 + m,p), o<i<s--1. (1.3) 
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Suppose that 4 1 x. By (1.3), 2i + 1 + m,p is even, 0 < i < s - 1, hence, 
each mi is odd. Then, by (l.l), f or each i there is an odd number of integers 
jExwithj=Oore/2( mod e). However, [I, (5.211 and the fact that a: has 
order e imply that there are at most t - 1 integers j = 0 (mod e), and at 
most t integers j = e/2 (mod e) in lJi $ . Therefore, s < 2t - 1, and 
s<t-lifeisodd. 
If e,and t are both even, 
(A 
?) 1 2i+l+m# _ A" (2(2~+l+mi~)/z)((B-l)/2) = 1 
- 1 -( > 7 
since OI(P-~)/~ = 1. Thus, (1.2) implies that 
Hence, there cannot be an odd number of j E e/2 (mod e) in 9$. Thus, in 
each z , there is an odd number of integers j = 0 (mod e). Therefore, 
&t-l. 
Suppose that v2(z) = 1 and that t is odd. Then, e is even, and z j d 
[l, Proposition 5.11 implies that d is even. It follows from the proof of 
[l, Theorem 5.121 ( as in the proof of [3, Theorem 21) that A” is an odd power 
of 01. If mi is even, 
(p-l)2i+l+""" = (hZ)(2(2i+l+""9)/2)((9--l)/t) 
= (hz)(odd integer)(P-1)/Z 
= ,(odd integer)&/2 = ,e/2 
and CL-~*(*-~)/~ = 1. If mi is odd, (1.3) yields 
z 12i + 1 + mip. 
Hence, 
(A 
2, 1 2i+1+m&l = (~")((2i+1+~,9)/2)(1)-1) = 1 
- 1 
and ~“a(+~)/~ = a*12. Thus, in either case, (1.2) gives 
1 z.z i&2 I-I cd. 
jeY<;Zj-O(mode) 
Therefore, each x contains some j = e/2 (mod e). Then, [l, (5.2)] implies 
that s < t. 
Proof of Theorem la. We apply the method of proof of Theorem 1 to 
L @L, whose nonprojective components we call here L(, of dimension 
2i + 1 + m,p, 0 < i < s - 1. First, note that 
(p)"/z = A" = &w-l)/2 
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by [l, Lemma 2.31 and the assumption G = G’. Then, (d/x, e) = 1 implies 
that AZ = &d-1)~2. Thus, if e is even, then 4 1 z implies that AZ is an even 
power of CX. But, as above, AZ must be an odd power of 0~. Hence, e is odd. Now, 
It follows that Li7 = Li*, 0 < i < s - 1, where .x7 = ~8 all x E K. Hence, 
as in (l.l), VD(h2~“+i) j LiN implies VP(h%--j) j LiN . 
Since 4 j 2(2i + 1 + m,p), 0 < i < s - 1 [l, (5.10)], each mi is odd. 
Then, as in the proof of Theorem 1, for each i there is an odd number of 
integers j E Yi with j E 0 (mod e). Therefore, s < t - 1 El, (5.2)]. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let J& t) V2i+l(X2~s+i), 0 < i < s - 1, be the non- 
projective indecomposable summands ofL @ L. Let dim Li = 2i + 1. + m,p. 
If p = 7 then 4 1 x 1 d implies that d = 4. Since 4 1 2(2i + 1 + m,p), 
each m6 is odd. Therefore, by [ 1, (5.2)] 
3<m,+m,+m,<p-2s=1, 
a contradiction. If p = 11 and e = 10, then d = 8 and the resuh holds. 
Thus, by [l , Theorem 5.71, it suffices to assume that e < p - 1. 
We may assume that K is the residue class field of a ring of p-adic integers. 
Let B’ be the p-biock containing all the Li [l, Proposition 4.61. There is 
attached to B’ a sign E = +l, and the proof of [l, Theorem 7.11 shows the 
existence of a KG-module Win B’ with the following properties: 
(2.1) W is uzistiial and each irreducible constituent M of W appears with 
multiplicity 1. I f  E = 1 then W ts V&RJ.~+~-~) for some integer k, and 
2 rem M = e, where the sum is taken over all con.&+& of W. If E = - 1 
th& W t-t V~~~(h2~s*Ic) f  or some integer k, and if we sum over say subset 
containing, say, m of the constituents of W, then 
mp>CremM>(m- 1)p. 
It was also shown (implicitly) in the proof of [l, Theorem 7.13 that any 
module W satisfying (2;l) has the property that all its nonzero KG-homo- 
morphic images that are not equal to 1, , the one-dimensional trivial KG- 
module, have a main value in common. Now, ze 7 21~” - 1) implies that 
z > 2, hence, h,Z # 1: Thus, 1, $ B’. So, if W satisfies (2.1) all nonzero 
homomorphic images of W have a common main value. 
Since 1 N/P 1 = ye j 4(p” - l), A*@-l) = 1. Since ze/2 j 2(pn - l), 
,V(““-r’ E (a>. Our assumptions force d to be even, so As is an odd power of CI. 
481/$3/z-I I 
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The hypotheses also imply that va(xe) > va(2(p” - l)), so that v,(e) > 
v2(2(pn - 1)/z). Hence, 
Therefore, X2(~“--1) = &l2, so AZ”” = &+P. 
Let ~7 = xp” all x E K. If W satisfies (2.1) and has npmv y = A2aS+7c-1 or 
h2&+k, then Wr also satisfies (2.1) and has npmv y&la. 
Suppose that s > e/4 + 1; [l, Theorem 7.11 implies that s < e/2 + 1. 
Let i = s - 2 or s - 1. By [l ; Lemmas 2.4, 2.61 the npmv’s of W* @ Li 
are ,-W--j, 0 <j < 2i, unless i = s - 1 = e/2, in which case the npmv’s 
are a: 01 , a ,..., d--l. Thus, if C@ is one of M-@-~), ,-(@)+l >‘*‘, c?-~, then 1 is a 
npmv of both W* @ L,-, and W* @ L,, . Then, by [l, Theorem 4.11, there 
exist nom-zero KG-homomorphisms from W into each of L,-, and L,-, . Thus, 
L,-, and L,-, have a common main value. Since e is even, this contradicts 
[I, Lemma 3.31. It follows that 
k + -(s - 2), -(s - 2) + I)...) s - 2, 
By the same argument applied to w7, 
(mod e). (24 
K + e/2 + -(s - 2), -(s - 2) + l,..., s - 2, (mod e). (2.3) 
Since s > e/4 + 1 (and e is even), the closed interval from -s + 2 to s - 2 
contains at least e/2 consecutive integers. Then, (2.2) and (2.3) force a contra- 
diction. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let x7 = & all x E K. Let Lit-) Vzi+l(h2as+i), 
0 < i < s - 1, be the nonprojective indecomposable summands of L @ L. 
Then, [l, Lemma 3.31 implies that for no integer i with 0 < i < s - 2 do 
Li and Li, have a main value in common. 
We may assume that d < p - 1 and hence, L is irreducible [l, Proposi- 
tion 6.11. Since z j pm & 2, z is odd. Then e even implies that d is odd [l, 
Theorem 5.121. By [4, Lemma 7’1 with X = L* we have 
and the same result with X = (L’)* yields 
jp-D” # oij 7 O<j<s-2. (3.2) 
NOW, A” = ad(d-1)/2, and if (d/z, e) = 1 then AZ = &d-1)/2. Thus, if 
pm = f2 (mod d), 
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and if Pn G &2 (mod x) with (d/x, e) = 1, again we have 
hD%t2 = (jqw*2)/e = &7%2m-l)/2 
Suppose that P” = -2 (mod d or z). Then, (3.1) implies that 
p+z,s = ,3te-s-lf/2,s = &-d/2 f  &, O<j<s--2. 
Suppose that p* E 2 (mod d or z). Then, (3.2) gives 
p-4 = @-Pm-s-l)/2 = &+--s--1)/2 = ,b-d/2 f (g > O,<j<s--2. 
In either case, we must have (e - s)/2 > s - 1, whence, the result. 
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